Bonnie Thein

Steve Grable

1 review

1 review

a week ago

3 months ago

I have received a lot of estimates from everywhere. I
went with this company because I felt that not only
was I going to get a great system for the price but a
great install also. You can have a good system but if
it’s not installed correctly it means nothing! (Won’t
perform properly) Mike really took the time and went
over everything and was very knowledgeable in the
products and the installation aspects. Very
professional and just got a great vibe. That sold me
and I can’t wait for my new system to be installed and
saving money on my electric bill is a plus! 😎

Michael did a very nice job and installed a new carrier
AC unit including the housing. The guys were
professional, polite and cleaned up before leaving. A
great value, I would deﬁnitely use them again!

Ryan Greer
3 reviews
2 months ago
Great service!!! They followed up with me a few days
later to make sure all was working great. I liked the
follow up and it really felt like they cared for my
business. Solid company and would use again.

Shane McConkey
1 review
3 weeks ago
This is the second time I've called Turtley Awesome
and I'm thoroughly impressed. A/C problems are
always a headache but with their professional
customer service I don't even break a sweat! Leonia
was very polite and helpful with setting up a same day
appointment and maintenance program for my
system. Michael was prompt and professional - he will
quickly diagnose your system and spend the extra time
answering any questions you may have.

Lara Medley
7 reviews
a month ago
Mike was very helpful and explained all of the options.
He was prompt and is an honest tradesman. Great to
work with.

Alexander Sokol
Richard Garr

2 reviews

1 review

5 months ago

6 days ago
Mike arrived early and quickly diagnosed my A/C
problem, then set about to ﬁx the problem. When
ﬁnished, he provided sage advice to prevent the
problem from recurring. I highly recommend Turtley.

We just had our broken A/C system replaced by Turtley
Awesome Cooling and Heating. And they proved their
name by making it truly awesome. New system is
already changed our comfortable home even much
better. Thank you !!! You are Turtley awesome.

Jim Istvan

MARY Stefanick

2 reviews

9 reviews

4 months ago

a week ago

I was connected to Turtley HVAC by my home
warranty. Mike arrived and surveyed my 22 year old
system and determined it was time to replace both
indoor and outside units. Condenser coiled had
developed multiple leaks. One week later my new
HVAC system arrived. Old system removed and new
system installed in less than eight hours. Job well
done.

Michael was friendly and worked very quick . I felt
comfortable with him.

Pam Warrick
13 reviews
2 weeks ago
They are helpful, quick to respond and work with our
home shield. The BEST!

Mitchell Hait
12 reviews
a month ago

Carolyn Jordan

Very good service. Quickly identiﬁed the problem.
Responsive for scheduling of the second visit to install
the parts.

2 reviews
7 months ago
Michael is very professional and on time. Contact was
excellent which included email, text and/or phone call
to let you know his schedule time and when he is on
the way. I highly recommend Michael and will be in
contact to ﬁx duct work.

Valerie Smith
1 review
11 months ago
Mike arrived timely, was very professional & friendly
and walked me through the maintenance I can perform
myself as well as repaired the part on the outside unit.
Very knowledgeable. I will use them again &
recommend them to anyone who needs their a/c
serviced/repaired/replaced. Thank you The King
Team!

Sandy Rattray
Local Guide · 89 reviews
a year ago
Mr King professional knows his business and handles
customer with genuine niceness. Will work with your
budget and not try to sell you Somthing you really don't
need. He gave excellent info about the products and
let you make decisions. His installer was great worked
through the day till job done. Was polite and even
swept up when he ﬁnished. I received text messages
telling me they were on their way. Mr King made me
feel conﬁdent that they stand by their work 100% and if
I did need then they would be there.

Call Us Now
321-449-7381

Nana P
Local Guide · 168 reviews
a year ago
I looked online for a company that could do an a/c
check up for me. I called several that had good reviews
but chose The King Team. I am so glad I did! After
setting up an appointment I received a text and email
that told me who was coming to my home that
included a photo, the appointment information, what
my appointment was for, what was included in the
service and the cost. It also provided contact
information for the company. I really liked that! Mike
came out and started on my unit. He was very
professional and kind. Mike also explained to me how
the unit should run. Which I really do like knowing how
certain things operate for my beneﬁt as a homeowner.
Mike stayed until he know it was running the way it
should. He even called me the next day to make sure
things were still going good! I have never had a
company do that! I will continue to use The King Team
for my a/c needs! Thank you so much so such a
wonderful business/customer experience!

Location
13335 115 Ave #67, Surrey, BC
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